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Journeys to Uncover Your Curses   
(FOLLOW UP WITH A CURSE LIFTING METHOD, BELOW) 
 

UNCOVER A SELF-CURSE (Suggested by Betsy Bergstrom) “What curse did I put on myself that 

still has power over me?” (Go back to the moment it began and observe that moment. Just 

observe; focus on one that is still potent for you.) 

 

UNCOVER A CURSE YOU PURPOSELY PUT ON ANOTHER (Betsy Bergstrom) Before journey, 

merge with True Self and Body Empowering Spirit. “Show me a curse I put on someone 

intentionally (not meaning to curse but knowing I was consciously thinking of or wishing harm). 

 

UNCOVER A CURSE YOU UNINTENTIONALLY PUT ON ANOTHER (Betsy Bergstrom) Before 

journey, merge with True Self and Body Empowering Spirit.  Show me a curse I put on someone 

completely unintentionally; never in a million years would I realize it. 

 

UNCOVER AN AUTHORITY FIGURE CURSE (Betsy Bergstrom) Before journey, merge with True 

Self and Body Empowering Spirit. Ask to be shown a curse from a parent, caregiver (teacher, 

mentor) that still has a big effect on you. 

 

RELEASE AN UNREALIZED DREAM  (Suggested by Betsy Bergstrom) “What old, unrealized 

dream of mine still has my life force? Please remove my life force from that old dream and 

restore my life force to me.” (Examples:  first love you didn’t wed, trip you wanted to take, child 

you didn’t have, job you didn’t take or get….) 

  
Two Personal Curse Lifting Methods 
NOTE:  NOT TO BE USED FOR FORMAL CURSES 

 

1.  UNWINDING INTENTIONAL CURSES YOU LAUNCHED USING TIME TRAVEL  
(Betsy Bergstrom, Tyrtle variation) 

1) Pick one of the journeys above or another issue that you want to work on.  Merge 

with True Self and Body Empowering Spirit before journeying. 

2) Connect with one of your known helping spirits who is willing to work with you on 

this. 

3) Go back in time to the moment of inception of the curse right before it was released. 

4) Re-enact that moment, this time erasing the thought or feeling or experiencing the 

thought or feeling but without “sending it out” to the target, without psychic 

vomiting.  Have your helping spirit cleanse and restore to you any energy or life force 

that you felt or thought at that moment. 

5) If you find anyone else’s “energy contribution” (e.g., you may have been responding 

to a perceived attack from someone), have your helping spirit return that person’s 

energy to the compassionate universe for them to retrieve when the time is right for 

them. 

6) You may need to repeat this exercise or get help from a shamanic practitioner or other 

healer who does this work. 
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2.  UNWINDING UNINTENTIONAL CURSES YOU LAUNCHED   
(Betsy Bergstrom, Tyrtle variation) 

1) Merge with True Self and Body Empowering Spirit before journeying. 

2) Go back to an unintentional curse you placed.  Look at the volume of your life force 

you put in.   

3) Have your helping spirit unwind it, cleanse it, and restore it to you in some manner. 

4) Hold the intention that the unbinding will also be helpful to the other person in the 

curse or maintain neutrality. 

 


